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Inspire

Create

Carry

Manifest

Wands

Cups

Swords

Pentacles

New connection, relationship, love.
Conception.

Break-though, Clarity. Truth revealed. New A manifestation. New project. A gift is
philosophy or perception.
received. New home. Prosperity.

Ace

Initiatives, ideas or inspiration. Wow!

Two

Planning, frustration, minor decisions must Mutual attraction, growing friendship,
be made.
forming an emotional bond.

Preventing oneself from seeing the truth.
Refusing to engage. Reluctance to make a
decision.

Financial planning and budgeting. More
money going out than coming in. Waiting for
results: medical tests, exams, etc.

Three

Some more work to do but success is almost Widening circle of friendship. Cementing
guaranteed. Anticipation.
emotional bonds.

Communication breakdown. Separation.
Misunderstanding. Medical procedures.

Project nearing completion. Succeeding with
the help of others. Hard work pays off.

Four

Self-absorbed, low-level depression,
Achievement. Possible marriage, new home ignoring emotional opportunities. Lack of
or other reason to celebrate.
enthusiasm. Detachment

Forced rest. After-effects of emotional
Overly cautious, holding on to material
breakdown or stress. Voluntary withdrawal. wealth, fear of letting go, fear of poor health.
Recuperation.
Lacking the impetus to socialise.

Five

Unwelcome competition. Arguments.
Squabbling will escalate if not checked.

Deceit, bullying, defeat. Which figure do you Material challenges. Lack of money, lack of
identify with? Deceiver, victim or the one
adequate accommodation. Hard times. Bad
who shrugs & walks away?
time to agree any financial commitment.

Six

Success, victory, passing a test. Recognition. Emotional healing, renewing friendships,
Good news.
nostalgia, childhood, children. Playfulness.

Mental healing. Progression, moving on.
Following guidance from within.
Assimilating life lessons.

Seven

Challenges, pressure. Questioning of your
position & policies. Defending your stance.

Too many choices, daydreaming about
possibilities, emotional overwhelm.

Theft, deception. Retrieving something lost, Material wealth doesn’t equal happiness.
for example: self-confidence, independence, You appear to be doing well, however you
peace of mind.
may feel frustration and lack of fulfilment.

Eight

Fast moving changes. Get organised!
Possible pregnancy. Travel.

Surrounded by self-inflicted fear. Feeling
An emotional decision made. Turning away dis-empowered. Unable to move forward.
from a situation. Taking a difficult path.
Fear of the future.

Nine

Temporary defeat or lack of energy.
Perseverance in the face of adversity.

Ten

Overburdened. Many responsibilities.
Forward movement slow but can be
achieved.
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Grief, loss, despair, deep depression. All is
not lost.

Which figure do you identify with? Sharing,
giving, receiving, financial/material relief. A
debt repaid.

Honing talent, learning new skills. Training
course may be required or offered. Change of
profession.

Pleasure, fulfilment, contentment,
abundance.

Fear, anxiety, worry, nightmares. Unable to
see a solution. Know that the answer lies
within the problem. Climb the ladder of
swords toward clarity.

Financial independence. fulfilment.
Contented with what you’ve achieved in life.
May indicate an upcoming career break due
to pregnancy.

Emotional security, family, love. A happy
marriage or partnership.

Traditional family values. Legacy.
Inheritance. Paperwork all in order.
End of a negative cycle. Light on the horizon. Provisions made for future contingencies. A
New beginning is imminent.
gathering together of family generations.
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